CASE STUDY

Dynamon’s Tyre Analytics helps
ASDA open up money-saving
opportunity on their fuel bill
Last July Dynamon took ASDA to
Millbrook Proving Ground for 4 days
to show them how they could save fuel
by choosing the right tyres for their fleet.
This test enabled us to demonstrate to them how
our analytics software can accurately predict the fuel
consumption of different types of tyre, and therefore help
fleets choose the right tyres to minimise whole life tyre
cost. It’s fair to say it was quite an eye-opener for them.
Most fleets look for the cheapest tyre price. However,
using our data analytics, we set out to show that this
option doesn’t necessarily save money. Whilst tyres
with hard wearing rubber compounds and deep tread
last longer, this type of tyre significantly increases fuel
consumption, often negating any cost saving.
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The test that made ASDA review their tyre
shopping habits
ASDA is one of the largest grocers in the UK, operating
over 850 heavy goods vehicles with a significant fuel
bill. Naturally, they were keen to see for themselves how
alternative tyre choice could save them fuel on their exact
vehicle configuration.
During the trial, Michelin supplied their fuel-efficient X®
LINE™ ENERGY™ tyres to compare with ASDA’s current
hard-wearing deep-tread tyre policy. Like most large UK
fleets, ASDA’s current tyres are optimised for a low-cost
Pence Per Kilometre rate (PPK). To monitor the pressure
and temperature of the tyres in real-time during the test,
we used Continental’s ContiPressureCheck™ connected
to MiX Telematics. This ensured that the tyres maintained
the correct inflation pressure throughout the test.
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Getting the show on the road
On the days prior to testing, the test vehicle and the control vehicle were loaded to 70% of their trailer weight capacity,
and both sets of tyres were given a 3 hour ‘run-in’ period. On the first day of testing, the test vehicle was fitted with the
fuel-efficient tyres, and on the second day of testing the test vehicle was fitted with the hard-wearing deep-tread low
cost PPK tyres. The control vehicle kept the same tyres throughout. This guaranteed that the fuel saving measured
on the test vehicle was only due to tyre changes and not some other factor such as the weather.
Driving at exactly 52mph in cruise control, both vehicles went around the two-mile circuit for journeys lasting
30 minutes, 1.5 hours, and 3 hours. An impressive 18.4% fuel saving was measured for the 30-minute journey
and a 17% fuel saving was recorded for both the 1.5-hour and 3-hour journeys.
Low-PPK-Cost

11.9 MPG

Fuel-Optimised

13.9 MPG
17% Fuel Saving

As you can see from the charts below, the hard-wearing
deep-tread low cost PPK tyres got significantly hotter
than the fuel-efficient tyres. The energy required to flex
the rubber in the hard-wearing tyres is greater than the
energy required to flex the rubber in the fuel-efficient
tyres, which is the primary reason why they get hotter
and use a lot more fuel.
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What does this mean for your fleet?
The four days at Millbrook demonstrated that tyre
choice has a major impact on fuel consumption.
Most manufacturers offer a range of tyres optimised
for different uses, however, identifying the ideal tyres
for minimum whole life tyre cost, in real-world driving
conditions, is not a simple financial choice. It requires
a complex analysis of telematics data, tyre performance
data, fleet specific tyre damage rates, and PPK price
which is where Dynamon can help.
Buying cheaper tyres doesn’t necessarily
save you money – In fact, your current
purchasing decisions could be costing
significantly more than you think.
Our data analytics can help you identify which tyres
are right for you.

Contact us today to discover how
much you could save through
smarter tyre purchasing.
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